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Introduction

In the recent study of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, an important role

has been played by the concepts of coalescent and locally coalescent classes of
Lie algebras introduced in [7, 9]. These classes have been investigated by R. K.

Amayo [1-4], R. K. Amayo and I. Stewart [5], S. Togo [10, 11], and S. Togo

and N. Kawamoto [12]. Corresponding to the concept of coalescency, we have
introduced that of pseudo-coalescency and shown several analogous results in
[8]. We furthermore introduce the new concept, local pseudo-coalescency,

which corresponds to local coalescency. We say that a class X is locally pseudo-
coalescent if and only if whenever H is an 3t-subideal and K is an ϊ-weak ideal of

a Lie algebra L, then for every finite subset F of the join J = <H9 K> there exists

an 3E-weak ideal X of L such that F^X<J. Any pseudo-coalescent class of
Lie algebras is obviously locally pseudo-coalescent. We ask whether the results

for local coalescency hold analogously for local pseudo-coalescency. The

purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties of locally pseudo-coalescent

classes and to show that several classes of Lie algebras are pseudo-coalescent.
In Section 2, we shall ask whether the join of a subideal and a weak ideal is

a weak ideal. In Section 3, we shall show the pseudo-coalescency of (£, (5
and other classes, which are coalescent [1]. We shall also show that the join of a

solvable (resp. nilpotent) subideal and a solvable (resp. nilpotent) weak ideal is a
solvable (resp. nilpotent) weak ideal if these are permutable. In Section 4, we

shall show that if ϊ is a Q-closed and locally pseudo-coalescent subclass of

(E?T)(ω), then the class 3E(ω) is locally pseudo-coalescent. We shall also show that
for any classes X and 9) such that £<2)<MX, 3- is locally pseudo-coalescent
if and only if so is 2), which is analogous to Theorem 3.2 in [12]. Using these

results we shall show that the following classes are locally pseudo-coalescent over
a field of characteristic 0: the class 91 of nilpotent Lie algebras, the class 9l(ω),

the class ΐ) of Lie algebras L such that every subalgebra of L is a subideal, the class
{5ί of Fitting algebras, the class S of Baer algebras.

The author would like to thank Professor S. Togo for his helpful sugges-

tions.
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§ 1. Preliminaries

We shall be concerned with Lie algebras over a field Φ which are not neces-
sarily finite-dimensional. Throughout this paper, L will be an arbitrary Lie
algebra over a field Φ and ϊ will be an arbitrary class of Lie algebras over Φ,
that is, an arbitrary collection of Lie algebras over Φ such that (0) e X and if
H e £ and H~K, then KeX, unless otherwise specified.

We employ the notation and terminology in [5, 8, 12]. By H<L9 #<ιL,
H si L and //omL we mean respectively that H is a subalgebra, an ideal, a sub-
ideal and an m-step subideal of L. H is a weak ideal of L provided that H is a
subalgebra of L and L(ad H)n c H for some n > 0, and we write H wi L, more pre-
cisely f/ n-wi L [8]. A Lie algebra (resp. a subalgebra, an ideal, a subideal, a
weak ideal of L) belonging to X is called an X-algebra (resp. an ϊ-subalgebra,
an 3E -ideal, an 3£-subideal, an 3E-weak ideal of L). £ is pseudo-coalescent pro-
vided for any ϊ-subideal H and ϊ-weak ideal K of L <H, K> is an X-weak
ideal of L [8]. For any class ΐ, £(ω) (resp. 3£ω) denotes the class of Lie algebras

L such that L/L<"» e £ (resp. L/Lω e X), where L<ω> = Λ L<'λ Lω= π L f [10].
i=0 i=l

5, 81,' 9ΐ, E21 and (5 denote respectively the classes of finite-dimensional,
abelian, nilpotent, solvable and finitely generated Lie algebras.

We recall a construction of Hartley [7] p. 265-266. Let L be a Lie algebra
over a field Φ of characteristic 0. Let Φ0 be the field of formal power series

, meZ,

and Lτ be the Lie algebra over Φ0 consisting of all formal power series

00

x = Σ xi i f? x/ e L, meZ .
i=m

For H < L Hτ is the set of all elements x e Lτ with xf e # for all i. Then W
For M<LT M* is the set of first coefficients of elements of M, together with 0.
Then M* <L. We have several properties:

LEMMA 1.1. Lei Φ be afield of characteristic 0.
(a) J/#<ιmL, ί/zen Ht<ιmLί.
(b) //H m-wi L, ί/ien JΓ m-wi V.
(c) L e 91 (res/?. E8ί) if and only if L* eft (resp. E8I).
(d) // H is finite-dimensional over Φ, then H* is finite-dimensional over

*o
(e) //M<ι"Lt, ί/ien M±onL.
(f) //M n-wi V, then M^ n-wi L.
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(g) If Me 91 (res p. EΪl), then M*> e 91 (res p. E9I).
PROOF, (a), (c), (d), (e) and (g) have been proved in [3, 5].

(b) Let H m-wi L. Let x = Σ xj* e V and jr= Σ Jί(r) *ί(Γ) e #τ,
i=« i(r) = w(r)

where r=l, 2,..., m. Then we have

,•••, .F, (m)]

Since H m-wi L, z f e# and so [x,.^,..., .yJe/Γ. Therefore L t(ad// t)mc// ί,
i.e., //τ m-wi L τ .

(f) Let M fl-wi L τ . Let :c0 be a non-zero element of L and jέ be a non-
zero element of M1, where ι = l, 2,..., rc. Then there exist x e L T and y1, y2,...,

OO

y"eM such that x0 is the first coefficient of x = tr Σ x t1 e Lτ and yJ

0 is the first
ί=0

00

coefficient of yj = tr(j)^ ylt1 e M9 where j = l, 2,..., π. Since M n-wi L τ,
i=0

z = [̂ » ^S ^2> ••» J"]eM. Therefore [x0, 3;^,..., j>8] is zero OΓ tne Srst coeffi-
cient of z and then it is in M^. Thus M* n-wi L. The proof is complete.

Let d be a derivation of L. Define a mapping exp(ίJ) of Lτ as follows:

x e χp< ί d> = ΣMΓ» where M r = Σ
i+j=r

Then exp (td) is a Lie automorphism of L τ . If A is a subspace of L, we denote by
Q\p(tA) the group of automorphisms of L τ generated by the elements exp (ί ad(x ))
withxe.4.

§2. The join of a subideal and a weak ideal

In this section, we shall discuss by what conditions the join of a pair of a sub-
ideal and a weak ideal is a weak ideal.

We begin with the following

LEMMA 2.1. // H m-wi L, K n-wi L and H<ιJ= <H, K>, then J /-wi L,
where l = mn.

This is Lemma 2.3 in [8].
Let H, K<L. H and K are said to be permutable (or H permutes with K)

[1] if <H, K> =H + K, i.e., the subalgebra generated by H and 'K equals their
vector space sum. Trivially if #<ιL, then H permutes with every subalgebra K
of L. An ordered pair (H, K) is a modular pair under L whenever H < M si L

t h e n M Π <#, K> = <H, M{\K>.
Then we have the following

LEMMA 2.2. Let H si L, K wi L and J= <H,K>. If
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(1) H and K are permutable, or
(2) (//, K} forms a modular pair under L,

then JwiL.

The proof may be a slight modification of those of Lemma 2.3 in [1] and
Lemma 2.34 in [2].

Let £ be a class of Lie algebras and H<L. We say that H is an 3E-ac-
ceptable subalgebra of L [5] if there is an ideal H0 of H such that H/H0 e X and
[H0, L]cf/. Evidently if H<K<L and H is an ^-acceptable subalgebra of L,
then H is an ^-acceptable subalgebra of K.

Replacing subideals by weak ideals in Lemma 4.3.1 in [5], we have the
following

LEMMA 2.3. (a) // H is an ^-acceptable weak ideal of L and £ is Q-
closed, then H is an X Π ^-acceptable weak ideal of L.

(b) If L is a Lie algebra over afield of characteristic 0 and H is a ©-
acceptable weak ideal of L, then W is a (^-acceptable weak ideal of L1.

By the above lemma, we can show the following

LEMMA 2.4. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 0. Let
K be a (^-acceptable weak ideal of L and H be a subspace of L. Then there exist
finitely many automorphisms α 1 ? α2,..., α r eexp(fK) such that <H,K>=Ml

+ K, where M= </f ία',..., &**>.

The proof of this lemma is similar to that of the statement before Theorem
4.3.3 in [5].

Then we can prove the analogous results of Theorem 4.3.3 in [5].

THEOREM 2.5. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 0.
// //siL, XwiL and H, K are ^-acceptable subalgebras of L, then J = <H,
K> is a (δ-acceptable weak ideal of L.

PROOF. Since the join of finitely many ©-acceptable subalgebras of a Lie
algebra is a ©-acceptable subalgebra of that algebra (Lemma 4.3.2 in [5]), J
is a ©-acceptable subalgebra of L. So it is enough to show that JwiL. By
Lemma 2.3 H and K are 5 Π ^-acceptable subalgebras of L. Let Ή^mL. If
m < 1, then J wi L by Lemma 2.1. We may assume that m > 1. Let M be the sub-
algebra of Lτ as*in the above lemma so that J = M^+K. If αe{α 1 ? α2,..., αr},
then /f ί α is a ©-acceptable m-step subideal of L τ by Lemmas 1.1 and 2.3. From
the fact that the join of finitely many ©-acceptable subideals of a Lie algebra is a
©-acceptable subideal of that algebra (Theorem 4.3.3 in [5]), M= <#ίαι,...,
H tα' > is a ©-acceptable subideal of L1 and so M* siL. Therefore, by Lemma

2.2 J = M * H- K wi L. This completes the proof.
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Let //<α'πL, Kw\L and J—<H, K>. Then we can prove that J is a weak
ideal of L for m = 2, but for m = 3 J is not necessarily a weak ideal (by the example
in [7]).

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let L be a Lie algebra over Φ and let H^mL. Suppose
that

(1) m = 2, or

(2) w = 3, // = //3<3//2<]//1<αL and H2///3, HiIH2 are at most l-dimen-
sional. Then for any KwiL, <H, K> wiL.

PROOF. Suppose that H^M^L. By Proposition 2.1.10 in [5], we have
<HK>=HK^M and then <HK>^K + M. Let Kn-wiL. Then (K + M)
rt-wiL by Lemma 2. 1 and Xn-wi(K-f-M). Therefore <//, £>=£+<//*>
tt-wi(K-f-M) and so </f, K> 2n-wiL. Thus the case (I) is proved.

Next we assume (2). By the case (1), we have that H3^H2^Hί n <H2,
K><ι<//2, K> wiL. So it is enough to show that <H3, K> wi <//2, K>.
Hence we may assume that <H2, K>=L. Since H3<H2Γ\ <H3, K><H2

and dim (//2/#3) < 1 , we have H2 < < H3, K > or H3 = /f 2 n < #3, X > . In the
first case, we have <H^ K> = <H2, K> =L. In the second case, we have
H2<<H2, //! n <#3, K»<Hί. Since dimίHi/^)^!, we have //1 = <//2,

H 1 n < / / 3 , x» or // 2=<f/ 2, //! n <#3, x». if //1 = <H2, //! n <H3,
X», then H3^ιHί and so <//3, X> wiL from the case (1). If H2=<H2,
H{ n <//3, K», then H2>Hί n <H3, K> and so // 3 <//j n <#3, K> <H2.
As dim(//2//ί3)<l, we have H2 = H^ <H3, K> or //3 = //! n <#3, X>. In
the first case, we have #2< <//3, K> and so L= <//2, K> < <#3, ^>, i.e.,
<H3, K>=L. In the second case, we have IH3, K~]^Hί Γ( <H3, K> =H3

since H^L. Since //3<ι//2, //3<ι<//2, K> =L and so <H3, X > w i L by
Lemma 2.1. Thus the case (2) is proved. The proof is complete.

In the above proposition, (1) is an analogue of the last statement of Proposi-
tion 2.1.10 in [5] and (2) is a modification of Theorem 3.3 in [6].

LEMMA 2.7. If H^mL and Xn-wiL, then <Hm, K"> wiL /or 0<n<m.

PROOF. We can prove it in the same way as the statement before Lemma
2.31 in [2].

§3. The pseudo-coalescency of d and 05

Let (£ be the class of Lie algebras L such that L2 has finite codimension in
L. It easily follows that if L e (£, then every Lm of the lower central series of L
has finite codimension in L. Clearly (£ contains the classes g, 5ω> ®» Min,
Min-<ιn (l<n), Min-asc, Max, Max-o" (1 <π), Max-asc, perfect Lie algebras
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and simple Lie algebras. Furthermore (£ is Q-closed and (£ω = (£(ω) = (£.
By Lemma 2.3, we have the following

LEMMA 3.1. // Kn-wiL and KeCE, then K is a © n ^{-acceptable weak
ideal of L.

The class £ has been defined by R. K. Amayo [2] to prove the coalescency
of®, which was an open question of I. Stewart [9]. We shall show the following

THEOREM 3.2. Over fields of characteristic 0, the class (I .is pseudo-co-
alescent.

PROOF. Let H siL, K wi L, H, jKeC and J= <H, K>. Then H and K
are ©-acceptable subalgebras of L by Lemma 3.1 and so J is a ©-acceptable weak
ideal of L by Theorem 2.5. We have

J/J2 = (H + J 2 / J 2 ) + (K + J 2 / J 2 ) .

Since H, KeC, it follows that H + J 2 / J 2 is an g-subideal and K + J2/J2 is an
5-weak ideal of J / J 2 . Therefore, by the pseudo-coalescency of 5 (Theorem 4.4
in [8]) J/J2 e g and so J e (L This completes the proof.

We say that a class £ is p-persistent if in any Lie algebra the join of an
ΐ-subideal and an ΐ-weak ideal is always an £-algebra. Evidently any pseudo-
coalescent class is p-persistent and any p-persistent class is persistent.

By the definition we have the following

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a p-persistent class. Then for any pseudo-
coalescent class 2), 3£ n ty is pseudo-coalescent.

COROLLARY 3.4. Over fields of characteristic 0, the classes ©, ©(ω) and
©ω are pseudo-coalescent.

PROOF. Obviously, © is p-persistent and © < (£. Therefore © is pseudo-
coalescent by the above proposition and so are ©(ω), ©ω by Theorem 4.1 in [8].

Let 3E be {i, Q, Enclosed. Then X is coalescent if and only if 3E n E$I is
coalescent (Theorem E in [4]). We shall consider a necessary condition for
X n E3I to be pseudo-coalescent. First we show the following lemma which is
an analogue of Theorem (3) in [4].

LEMMA 3.5. Let £ be {i, Q, E}-closed. Let H be an X-subideal and K
be an X-weak ideal of L. If H, K are permutable or the ordered pair (H, K)
forms a modular pair under L, then J= <H, K> is an X-weak ideal of L.

PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, for both cases J is a weak ideal of L and so it is
enough to show that J e X.
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Suppose that H and K are permutable. Let H^mL and we induct on m.
If m = 0, the result is trivial. If m = 1, then H^L and J/H ~ K/H n K e Q£ = *.
Since £ = EX, Je£. Assume that m>l and the result is true for m — 1. Let
#! = <HL>. Then # t n J = H + H± n £, which implies H permutes with Hi Γ) K.
Since #t n K^K E £, Ht n K e ιX = X and H^KmE^. Now H^m-1 H^

Hence, by the inductive assumption H1 n / e •£. Since H1r\J<ιJ,J = Hίr\J
+ K and J/HlnJ^K/KΓ(H1εQX = X. As £ = E£, we have .7 e £.

The case which (//, K) forms a modular pair under L is similarly proved.
The following classes are (i, Q, Enclosed:

g, E$l, Min, Min-si, Min-asc, Max, Max-si, Max-asc.

It follows that the join of an E$ί-subideal and an E^I-weak ideal, which are
permutable, is an E^l-weak ideal. The class 91 is {i, q}-closed but not E-closed.
However we can prove the statement similar to Lemma 3.5 by using Lemma
3.3 in [8] : If an ϊl-subideal H and an 91- weak ideal K of L are permutable,
then the join <//, K> is an 91- weak ideal of L.

THEOREM 3.6. Let Φ be of characteristic 0. // 3£ is a p-persistent sub-
class o/ε, then £ n E$I is pseudo-coalescent.

PROOF. Let H si L, K wi L and #, K e X n E$I. Put J = < H, K > . Since
ΐ is p-persistent, J e X and so it is enough to show that J is a solvable weak ideal
of L. Since £<(£, H and K are <5-acceptable subalgebras of L by Lemma 3.1.
By Lemma 2.4, there exist finitely many automorphisms α1 ? α2,..., vreexp(tK)
such that J = Mi+K9 where M= <#ίαι,..., // ί α->. By Lemmas 1.1 and 2.3,
H τ is a solvable ©-acceptable subideal of L τ and so is // t α ί for any i. By the
derived join theorem (Theorem 3.3 in [1]) and Theorem 4.3.3 in [5], M is a
solvable ©-acceptable subideal of L τ and hence MMs a solvable subideal of L
by Lemma 1.1. Now M* and K are permutable. Put 3E = ε3ί in Lemma 3.5.
Then J = M^+K is a solvable weak ideal of L. Therefore 3E Π E$I is pseudo-
coalescent. Thus the proof is completed.

Applying Theorem 3.6 for g and (5, we have the following

COROLLARY 3.7. Over fields of characteristic 0 the following classes are
pseudo-coalescent :

ESI n g=E2ϊ n 8r(ω), ESI n gω, E^T n ©=E2i n ©(ω), ε9ί n ©ω, E# n <£.

REMARK. Let the basic field Φ be of characteristic p>0. By the Hartley's
example in [7], any class containing $ί n S is not pseudo-coalescent (see [8]).
Thus all the classes in Theorem 3.2, Corollaries 3.4 and 3.7 are not pseudo-co-
alescent.

Next we shall show that (£ is different from both gω and 9lω. Let L = A
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-f Φx be the Lie algebra over a field Φ of characteristic 0 defined in [7] as follows:

A is an abelian subalgebra with basis e0, eί9 e2,... and [eh x] = ei+1 for all z. Ob-

viously we have A = L2 + ΦeQ and then Led. Let An=Σ ^eι- Then \_An, x]
i^n oo

= An+l and Ln = An_{ (n>2) by induction. Therefore we have Lω=Γ\Ln

= r\ ,4M = (0). Since L" = An_l^(Q) for any n, Lξ fll. Thus L does not belong
«=ι

to both gω and 9lω.

§4. Locally pseudo-coalescent classes

In this section we shall investigate the concept corresponding to local coales-

cency.
Let X be a class of Lie algebras. L£ is the class of Lie algebras L such that

any finite subset of L lies inside an X-subalgebra of L. M£ is the class of Lie

algebras L such that any finite subset of L lies inside an £-subideal of L. L

and M are closure operations. Furthermore, we denote by M£ the class of Lie
algebras L such that any finite subset of L lies inside an £-weak ideal of L. Then

it is easy to verify that M is a closure operation and 3E<MΪ< M£ <ιJE. We say
that a class £ is locally pseudo-coalescent if and only if whenever H is an £-

subideal and K is an £-weak ideal of a Lie algebra L, then every finite subset F

of J= <//, K> is contained in some £-weak ideal X of L such that F^X<J.
Evidently any pseudo-coalescent class is locally pseudo-coalescent.

We begin with the following

PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) // 3E is locally pseudo-coalescent, then £ Π (5
z's pseudo-coalescent.

(b) // X and )̂ are s-closed and locally pseudo-coalescent, then £ Π sί)

z's locally pseudo-coalescent.
(c) //$ z's M-closed and locally pseudo-coalescent and *?) is pseudo-coales-

cent, then 3E n ?) z's pseudo-coalescent.

PROOF, (a) The proof is immediate.

(b) Let H (resp. K) be an £ Π ?)-subideal (resp. an X Γ) ^-weak ideal)
of a Lie algebra L. Put J=<H, K> and let F be any finite subset of J. Then
there exist an £-weak ideal X and a sl)-weak ideal Y of L such that F^X<J

and FC 7<J. Since X and ^ are s-closed, it follows that X n F is an £ n -9-

weak ideal of L. Hence £ n )̂ is locally pseudo-coalescent.
(c) Let H (resp. K) be an X n ^-subideal (resp. an £ n ^-weak ideal) of a

Lie algebra L and put J= <H, K>. Since ^ is pseudo-coalescent, J is a 9)-
weak ideal of L. For any finite subset F of J, there exists an ϊ-weak ideal X

of L such that F^X<J. Since ^ is an £-weak ideal of J, this implies that J

euX = £. Therefore X n s?) is pseudo-coalescent.
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We shall show the following statements which are analogous to Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 in [8].

THEOREM 4.2. (a) Let X be a Q-closed subclass o/(E2ί)(α>). //£ is locally
pseudo-coalescent, then so is £(ω).

(b) Let X be an {s, o}-closed subclass of 9ΐω. If X and 91 n 3E are
locally pseudo-coalescent, then so is E$ί n %.

PROOF, (a) Let H (resp. K) be an £(ω)-subideal (resp. an £(ω)-weak ideal)
of a Lie algebra L. Put I = H^ + K^\ Then /<αL. Therefore H + I/I
(resp. K + Ijl) is an £-subideal (resp. an £-weak ideal) of L// since X is Q-closed.
Put J = < H9 K> and let F be any finite subset of J. If we denote F the image of
F under the natural homomorphism of L onto L//, F is a finite subset of J//.
Since X is locally pseudo-coalescent, there exists a subalgebra X of L such that
F^X/I< J/I and X/I is an £-weak ideal of L//. Therefore F c X < J and X wi L.

Now we have 3£(ω) < (E2l)(ω) since X<(E2X)(ω). Hence #/H<ω> and K/K™
are solvable and therefore #(">) = //(«) and K<ω> = jC<»> for some integer n. It

follows that /<°» = / and so X<ω>>7. Therefore X/ΛT<ω> e Q3E = X and hence
X e £(ω). Thus £(ω) is locally pseudo-coalescent.

(b) Let H (resp. X) be an E$I n S-subideal (resp. an ε9ί n X-weak ideal)
of a Lie algebra L. Put J = < H, K> and let F be any finite subset of J. Since
£ is locally pseudo-coalescent, there exists an ΐ-weak ideal X of L such that F
^X<J. If we put I = Hω + Kω, then / is an ideal of L. Since Ϊ = Q£ and

ϊ<9lω, // + /// (resp. X-h///) is an 91 n ϊ-subideal (resp. an 91 Π ΐ-weak ideal)
of L/7. If we denote by F the image of F under the natural homomorphism of
L onto L/7, F is a finite subset of J/I. Since 91 n ϊ is locally pseudo-coalescent,
there exists a subalgebra Y of L such that F c y// < J// and y// is an 91 n £-weak
ideal of L//. Therefore F^y<j and ywiL. Now / is solvable and so is Y.

Since £ = s£, X n y is an ε2l n £-weak ideal of L and F^χπ 7<J. Thus
E$I n 3E is locally pseudo-coalescent. The proof is complete.

Furthermore, we can show the following theorem which corresponds to
Theorem 3.2 in [12].

THEOREM 4.3. Let X and ty be classes such that 3E<?)<MΪ. Then X
is locally pseudo-coalescent if and only ifty is locally pseudo-coalescent.

PROOF. Assume that X is locally pseudo-coalescent. Let H (resp. K)
be a ^)-subideal (resp. a ^)-weak ideal) of a Lie algebra L. If F is a finite subset
of J= <H, K>9 then there exist finite sets A^H and B^K such thatFc <A,
B><J. Since H is an M£-subalgebra, there exists an £-subideal M of H
containing A. Similarly there exists an £-subideal N of K containing B. Then

Now M (resp. N) is an £-subideal (resp. an X-weak ideal)
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of L and £ is locally pseudo-coalescent. Therefore there exists an X-weak ideal
X of L such that F^X<<M, N>. Clearly X belongs to $ and F^X<J.
Therefore ^ is locally pseudo-coalescent.

Conversely, assume that 2) is locally pseudo-coalescent. Let H (resp. K)
be an X-subideal (resp. an £-weak ideal) of a Lie algebra L. Then H (resp. K)
is a 9)-subideal (resp. a 9)-weak ideal) of L. Put J= <H, K> and let F be any
finite subset of J. Then there exists a ^-weak ideal Y of L such that FC y < J.

Since ?)<MΪ, there exists an X-subideal X of 7 such that F^X<Y. Clearly
X is an X-weak ideal of L and F^X<J. Therefore £ is locally pseudo-coales-

cent. This proof is complete.
We recall the following classes :
O : The class of Lie algebras L such that every subalgebra of L is a subideal

ofL.
O* : The class of Lie algebras L such that each element of L generates a sub-

ideal of L.
Then it is known that 9ΐ < D < £>* < L$l [2, 9] .

Let a field Φ be of characteristic 0.
5ί : The class of Fitting algebras, that is, the class of Lie algebras which are

generated by their nilpotent ideals.
23 : The class of Baer algebras, that is, the class of Lie algebras which are

generated by their nilpotent subideals.

By the coealescency of 91 Γ) 5 and Theorem 6.2.1 in [5], we have

Applying the above theorem for $1 n 5 and other pseudo-coalescent classes, we
have the following

COROLLARY 4.4. Over fields of characteristic 0 the following classes are
locally pseudo-coalescent:

(1) 91, D, 8rf, 93, 9l(ω),

(2) M(E^Ing), M(E$ln(5), Mg, M©, M(£, Mg(ω), Mgω, M©(ω), M(5ω,

We generalize the Only if part in Theorem 4.3 in the following

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let X and ty be classes such that £<%)<M£. If
^ is locally pseudo-coalescent, then so is X.

PROOF. Let H (resp. K) be an 3E-subideal (resp. an ΐ-weak ideal) of a Lie
algebra L. Put J= <//, K> and let F be any finite subset of J. Then there
exists a ^)-weak ideal Y of L such that F^Y<J. Since φ<M3E, there exists an
ϊ-weak ideal X of Y such that F^X<Y. Therefore X is an £-weak ideal of
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L and F^X<J. Thus X is locally pseudo-coalescent.
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